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Abstract: 
To accurately solve the general nuclear spin state function in Nuclear Magnetic Resonance 
(NMR), a rotational wave approach was employed, allowing the reference frame to rotate in 
sync with the oscillating magnetic field. The spin state system was analogously treated as a 
Rubik’s Cube, allowing for the diagonalization of the time-dependent part of the state function. 
Although Gottfried’s wave function (1966) allows for transitions between specific spin states m 
and m′, his second rotation contradicts the conservation of angular momentum, resulting in 
inaccuracies for spin states with initial phase shifts or entangled states. However, Schwinger 
(1937) efficiently computed the coefficients for each spin state in a frequency range opposite to 
the Larmor frequency, using an unorthodox approach in quantum mechanics, which 
unfortunately led to the oversight of his work in subsequent citations.  We applied that correct 
methodology to derive the general doubly rotated combined nuclear and electron spin ground 
state wavefunction useful for perturbation treatments of both NMR and Electron Paramagnetic 
Resonance (EPR) measurements. This is particularly relevant for accurately calculating the 
magnetic dipole, electron quadrupole, and magnetic octupole moments in atomic isotopes such 
as 714N and 37Li, or in molecules or molecular solids containing them, the expressions for which 
incorporate powers of I·J, where I and J are respectively the nuclear and electronic spin 
operators.  Furthermore, our study was expanded to the general Lie group for quantum spins, 
resulting in 12 distinct methods to achieve rotations in any arbitrary direction using these axes. 
The ongoing research is now concentrated on generating NMR spectra for 14N in nucleic amino 
acids, furthering the understanding of nuclear spin dynamics in complex molecular systems. 
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